CORK - International SI - Amendments

Amendment #1
14.6 Failure to comply with SI 14.1 before leaving the harbour, or with SI 14.5 by the end of
protest time shall result in a competitor having points equal to 10% of the fleet* rounded
to the nearest whole number added to their score without a hearing for the first violation,
and 20% for the second violation. Additional alleged violations are subject to protest
and, following a hearing, a penalty may include disqualification. This changes RRS
63.1, A3 and A5. Any boat so penalized may request redress under RRS 62.1 if the
competitor believes the race committee made an error.
* In the case where a class is split this refers to the fleet to which the competitor is
assigned that day; during a qualifying series the penalty will be that of the largest fleet
Replace by:
14.6 Failure to comply with SI 14.2 before leaving the harbour, or with SI 14.5 by the end of
protest time shall result in a competitor having points equal to 10% of the fleet* rounded
to the nearest whole number added to their score without a hearing for the first violation,
and 20% for the second violation. Additional alleged violations are subject to protest
and, following a hearing, a penalty may include disqualification. This changes RRS
63.1, A3 and A5. Any boat so penalized may request redress under RRS 62.1 if the
competitor believes the race committee made an error.
* In the case where a class is split this refers to the fleet to which the competitor is
assigned that day; during a qualifying series the penalty will be that of the largest fleet

Amendment #2 – i420 class
6.1 CLASS FLAGS – changes SSI 6.1
 C420
420 Logo on contrasting background.
 i420
Letter “i” on contrasting background.
Replace by:

6.1 CLASS FLAGS – changes SSI 6.1
 C420
420 Logo on contrasting background.
 i420
Class logo on contrasting background
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